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Cover
Captain Jennifer Casey will be missed. Her short career with the Snowbirds started in November 2018. It is without doubt she
would be the first to insist the show must go on!

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
The events South of the border in the U.S.A. have been shocking to all of us.
I have been monitoring the comments on social media as well as the major
news agencies. The messages coming from everyone on both sides of the
border are reminiscent of the 1960’s during the civil rights movement.
There has not been a greater need for solid leadership from Politicians, and
Police Organizations on both side of the border.
Bruce Allen

The pressures of Covid 19 caused staggering unemployment, poverty,
inconsistent health care, exposed poor leadership and have renewed an
atmosphere of injustice in America.

I am proud to live in a County where we are concerned by the plight of those less fortunate then
ourselves. Canada is a caring Country where the majority of people support one another during times
of turmoil. We should, however, recognize that we are not immune to racism. It is everyone’s job to
fight this injustice.
The loss of Captain Jennifer Casey of the RCAF Snowbirds Aerobatic Team in May, was another shock
to our Country. Captain Casey was providing Media Liaison for the Snowbirds. She is remembered by
all that knew her as a, beautiful person. Our thoughts and prayers go out to her immediate family and
those who served with her. “Per Ardua Ad Astra” is the Latin motto of the Airforce, which means,
Through Adversity to The Stars! This moto is the first thing taught to all Airforce recruits and instills a
strong work ethic to all who serve. Rest in Peace Captain Casey.
I would like to recognize the passing of a Veteran of the Force:
20172 Brian W. CARVER, Reg. # (S/Sgt. Rtd.) died on the 23 of May 2020 in
Sherwood Park, Ab. He had been in a Nursing Home for some time. He
served in "K" Div. from 1957 to 1987. After retiring from the Force, he
worked with the Provincial Ombudsman until fully retiring. He is survived by
his wife Nonie, daughter Corine, as well as grandchildren. He was predeceased by his daughters, Jodie and Lynn. He had good careers and was
well respected by all.
A funeral was held on the 3 of June 2020 at Park Memorial,
Brian Carver
9709-111 Ave., Edmonton. An honour guard was requested and was
attended to by our honour guard co-ordinator Joe Collinson, in Red Blazer with large medals.
Our condolences go out to the Carver family.
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Our Helping Handing Program continues to help several of our senior
shut-ins. Should anyone need help or knows of someone from the
Association that may need a “Helping Hand”, please contact me by
email at: President@edmrcmpvets.ca
Veterans groups throughout Canada are becoming increasingly
frustrated with the government’s response to the backlog of
thousands of disability claims through Veterans Affairs Canada.
Veterans and their advocates have been calling for Ottawa to automatically approve roughly 44,000
claims that have been sitting in backlog. Some unresolved since 2018. The current wait time for VAC
to adjudicate a claim is on average now 62 weeks after receiving all of the forms and Doctors reports.
The National Council of Veteran Associations, which represents more than 60 veteran groups, have
been leading calls for the government to automatically approve the outstanding applications for
disability benefits. This would assist injured veterans living in pain and help them also deal with the
COVID-19 crisis.
To read the National Post Article please go to:
https://nationalpost.com/news/more-provinces-preparing-to-loosen-covid-19-restrictions
As always, take care of each other, enjoy life and stay healthy.
Bruce Allen, President
Edmonton Division

The C.O.’s Desk
As the global pandemic eases in some areas of the province, I can tell you our members have
continued to keep the pressure on those committing crime in your communities, and they have
experienced some good successes on that front over the past month. They’ve also continued to keep
their ties with Albertans close, taking time out for more acts of positivity and kindness in light COVID19.

Bow Island/Foremost RCMP lay drug trafficking charges
Earlier this month, The Bow Island/Foremost RCMP, in partnership with Redcliff RCMP and Medicine
Hat ALERT, charged five individuals with a total of 24 charges relating to drug trafficking concerns.
Foremost RCMP have been investigating several property crimes over the last five months, and the
community of Foremost also expressed their concern about suspected drug use from particular
residents.
On May 6, 2020 police gained access to a home in Foremost, Alberta after receiving a complaint that
the occupants of the residence were trespassing and had damaged the residence. A search of the
house resulted in the recovery of stolen property, a firearm and seized drugs and paraphernalia.
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Five individuals are facing multiple charges including: possession of a controlled substance, possession
of a controlled substance for the purpose of trafficking, possession of a controlled substance for the
purpose of trafficking, mischief, unlawful possession of a firearm, unsafe storage of a firearm, and
possession of property obtained by crime.
This is a great example of the importance of maintaining community relationships and collaborating,
not only between detachments, but with our partner agencies as well.

Acts of positivity brings communities closer
Policing during the pandemic comes with unique challenges, but it has also provided the opportunity to
share in this experience with communities. Detachments from across the province have been
participating in an Acts of Positivity initiative. They have been visiting children on their birthdays,
visiting long-term care centres, and showing their appreciation for frontline healthcare workers.
Last month, Leduc RCMP partnered with the Leduc Fire Services Pipes & Drums Band to lift spirits,
spread cheer in their community and to say thank you to the essential workers in Leduc. Over two
weeks, they attended all of the grocery stores, the Leduc Hospital, and all extended care facilities in
Leduc. Leduc RCMP and Leduc Fire Services visited “caravan style” along with the Pipes & Drums band
who gave surprise performances. The long-term care facility residents and care providers were
incredibly touched, and many were brought to tears.

Airdrie Detachment employees are also another example of strengthening relationships in our
communities. The Detachment-led teacher parades in an effort to help teachers connect with their
students during this difficult time. Many children made signs and were very excited to see their
teachers. The schools and staff have been able to maintain their positivity and enthusiasm despite
isolation and social distancing.
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I’m very proud of all of the detachments that have been able to support enhanced community
initiatives on top of their regular policing duties. Strong community relationships are some of the
building blocks of effective policing and crime prevention.

Central Alberta District Crime Reduction Unit arrest male following lengthy police dog track
The Central Alberta District Crime Reduction Unit (CAD CRU) got their man with the assistance of
multiple police resources and tracking by the Police Dog Services Unit.
On April 30, the CAD CRU acted on information which led them to the location of a male who was
wanted on multiple outstanding warrants, including possession of a prohibited firearm. The male was
located at a residence and the assistance of Breton RCMP, RCMP Air Services and Police Dog Services
was requested. The male managed to flee the residence on an ATV, but his location was determined
and tracked with the assistance of the police helicopter.
The male drove the ATV dangerously until he reached a deep river. He ditched the ATV and ran on foot.
A chase ensued, and members from Breton, Thorsby and Drayton Valley RCMP assisted. The Police Dog
Services unit, with a CAD CRU member, tracked him for over five hours until he was eventually arrested
in a forested area.
Thanks to CAD CRU, Breton, Thorsby, and Drayton Valley RCMP, along with RCMP Air Services and
Police Dog Services, for their excellent work during this arrest. The individual had been on our “Wanted
Wednesday” list for several weeks, and due to the teamwork shown by these detachments and units, a
prolific offender was successfully taken off the streets.
Take care and stay healthy,
Curtis
Curtis Zablocki, M.O.M.
Deputy Commissioner
Commanding Officer “K” Division
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Pillars of the Force
Some time ago, a meeting was held of all five Divisions in Alberta. During that
meeting the topic of the Heritage Center walkway came up. It was agreed at
the meeting that each Division would chip in funding to
procure a single brick for $500 and this brick is to be
inserted into the walkway at the Heritage Centre with
all five Division names affixed to it, for all time. On
2020 June 03, that effort is still being finalized.

Something that has NOTHING to do with COVID....
The US standard railroad gauge (distance between the rails) is 4 feet, 8.5 inches. That’s an exceedingly
odd number. Why was that gauge used?
Because that’s the way they built them in England, and English expatriates built the US Railroads. Why
did the English build them like that? Because the first rail lines were built by the same people who built
the pre-railroad tramways, and that’s the gauge they used.
Why did “they” use that gauge then? Because the people who built the tramways used the same jigs
and tools that they used for building wagons, which used that wheel spacing. Okay! Why did the
wagons have that particular odd wheel spacing?
Well, if they tried to use any other spacing, the wagon wheels would break on some of the old, long
distance roads in England, because that’s the spacing of the wheel ruts. So who built those old rutted
roads? Imperial Rome built the first long distance roads in Europe (and England) for their legions. The
roads have been used ever since. And the ruts in the roads? Roman war chariots formed the initial
ruts, which everyone else had to match for fear of destroying their wagon wheels. Since the chariots
were made for Imperial Rome, they were all alike in the matter of wheel spacing.
The United States standard railroad gauge of 4 feet, 8.5 inches is derived from the original
specifications for! an Imperial Roman war chariot. And bureaucracies live forever.
So the next time you are handed a spec and told we have always done it that way and wonder what
horse’s ass came up with that, you may be exactly right, because the Imperial Roman war chariots
were made just wide enough to accommodate the back ends of two war horses.
Now the twist to the story…
When you saw the Space Shuttle sitting on its launch pad, there are two big booster rockets attached
to the sides of the main fuel tank. These are solid rocket boosters, or SRBs. The SRBs are made by
Thiokol at their factory in Utah. The engineers who designed the SRBs would have preferred to make
them a bit fatter, but the SRBs had to be shipped by train from the factory to the launch site.
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The railroad line from the factory happens to run through a tunnel in the mountains. The SRBs had to
fit through that tunnel. The tunnel is slightly wider than the railroad track, and the railroad track, as we
now know, is about as wide as two horses’ behinds.
So, a major Space Shuttle design feature of what is arguably the world’s most advanced transportation
system at the time was determined over two thousand years ago by the width of a horse’s ass.
And you thought being a horse’s ass wasn’t important.
Sent in by
Kees Kikkert

We wanted to thank you again for your interest in the Chronic Pain Centre of Excellence for
Canadian Veterans and let you know that on Tuesday, June 9th, we’ll be hosting a free
webinar for Veterans and clinicians on the latest chronic pain research and the resources
available to Veterans and their families.
The webinar will be hosted via Zoom Video Conference and will feature Derek Speirs, a Veteran,
offering a patient’s perspective alongside clinicians discussing their approach to evidence-based
pain management therapy.
Two sessions will be offered, one at 12PM EST and another at 3PM EST. Participants will also
have the opportunity to submit questions for our panelist’s consideration.
If you’re interested in learning more about chronic pain research and the resources available to
Veterans, we invite you to use the link below to register for the webinar today!
Register Today!

General Contact Information:
McMaster Innovation Park
Suite 413A - 175 Longwood
Street South
Hamilton, ON
L8P 0A1
T: 1-833-644-HOPE (4673)
E: info@vcp-vdc.ca
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Community Support
Since Christmas we have been trying to decide what to do with the monies raised via the silent auction.
It was decided that the best place for this was our own communities. Therefore, your Division has
donated $150 to each of the following Food Banks. Since receiving the monies from the Division,
letters of gratitude and thanks have been received. To all members of the Division who helped us, help
those needy families with Christmas Hampers and gifts this past year, thank you! Your gift of giving
went farther than anyone expected.
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RCMP Veterans Lethbridge Division 2020 Coin

Obverse Side

Face of Coin

$15.00 each plus $2.50 for Shipping
$2.00 Each for Shipping if Ordering More Than Three (3)
A Quantity of Coins were withheld for the RCMP Veterans’ Association 2020 Annual Meeting.
That Meeting being cancelled, the coins are now released for general sales.

The face of the Coin depicts the Crest of the RCMP Veterans’ Association on a Scarlet background. In the outer ring
lettered in silver on a blue background is Royal Canadian Mounted Police Veterans along with 12 gold coloured Maple
Leafs, for the 10 provinces and two original Territories of Canada.
The Obverse side notes the 100th Anniversary of the Royal North West Mounted Police and Dominion Police joining to
become the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, on February 1st, 1920.
On a black background is depicted the MP Brand with letters fused. 100 is depicted in the centre with the Crest of the
Royal North West Mounted Police inside the first Scarlet zero; and the Crest of the Dominion Police inside the second
Gold zero.
The King’s Crown of both crests is placed on top of the two zeros, recognizing King George V who was the reigning
Monarch on February 1st, 1920.
Under the 100 are the dates 1920 - 2020. Under those dates are the letters RCMP in Scarlet.
In the outer ring lettered in silver on a blue background are the names of the two police forces; Canada is at the top of
the ring and Lethbridge Alberta at the bottom.
Alberta is highlighted with a stylized A.

Contact Lethbridge RCMP Veterans Secretary Mike Duffy for Coins 403-866-8200
(Mobile) – mpvetsla@telus.net (Email)
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Looking for some additional information or inspiration to live your best life?
Check out some of these current and past articles from my website.
•
•
•

Having Tough Conversations with Your Parents
5 Age in Place Technology Pieces for Your Home
5 Reasons to Embrace an Active Aging Lifestyle

PS. Coming Next Month - Age in Place Projects for your home you can do
this summer! And a worksheet to help you decide whether you should look
at assisted living or memory care for your loved one.
Jolyn Hall

Upcoming Online & Phone Presentations

In June I'm continuing to offer more online seminars. You can watch and listen from the comfort of your
home computer. Now you can even dial in by phone to listen if you prefer.
You can find out more information about the seminars here.
Download a page for your fridge or a friend here.
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR FREE
You must register for each presentation you wish to attend. Reminders are sent out 24 hours and 1 hour in
advance so you can easily find the information.
Navigating Care Options at Home
Tuesday June 2 at 1pm
Market Update - How Has Covid Affect Home
Sales
Tuesday June 9 at 10am
Deciding Whether to Stay or Move
Friday June 12 at 10am

Tuesday June 16 at 7pm
20 Age in Place Modifications You Can Make To
Your Home
Friday June 19 at 10am
Understanding Housing Options as we Age
Tuesday June 23 at 10am
Thinking of Buying a Condo?
Friday June 26 at 10am

Preparing to Sell Your Parents - Downsizing,
Estate Sales and More
I want to share some great services I have had a privilege to meet or talk to recently in case they can be
of assistance to you.
•

•

College HUNKS Junk Removal & Moving : they have fantastic partnerships for those doing some
downsizing, where they can take your items to Goodwill and Habitat for Humanity ReStores that
you wish to donate, while they are moving you!
Upkeep Solutions - Maintenance Service that does pre-scheduled checks on your home a couple
times of year to identify maintenance issues before they create a larger issue. It's like a 32-point
inspection for your car, but on your home!
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From the Kilroy’s! It’s in their blood.
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It was our Honour

Left to right, Joe Collinson, Al Rybka, Eric Lafoy and Don Belke. Piper; Michael Johnson

On Wednesday, June 3rd members of the honour guard attended the service for Brian William Carver
(S/Sgt. Rtd). Brian was 82 when he passed. He had been living with Parkinson’s disease for many
years.

2020 Walk for Valour
There have been changes this year for the Valour Place walk. There will not be a physical walk but a
virtual walk. It will start in early August and end 13 Sep. I will send new details once poster is
approved. We are asking members and a veteran’s who have used Valour place to participate in the
virtual walk. More to come. We will not need volunteers for registration this year.
Nick Taylor

Mark Your Calendar

D!

A lot of people understand the RCMP
Veterans’ Association is for Regular Members
alone. Untrue! We are open to all RCMP
employees currently serving, retired and
widows; RM, PS, CM and the like. If you are
not a member of the Edmonton Veterans’
Association, you should be! You may attend
any general dinner meeting as a member’s guest without becoming a member. Or, if you are not a member

2020 Executive Meeting
Schedule
Mar 26
Apr23
May 21
June 25

CA

C
N

E
L
E

2020 Dinner Meeting
Schedule
Mar 31
Apr 28
May 26
June 30
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and are currently employed, you may join as an Associate Member at no cost and enjoy the mission. It’s up to
you to take that first step into a larger family of friends.

Membership Dues
Membership Dues remain today at $50.00 annually. To pay your dues, you may do one of the following;
1. Create a personalized cheque or money order payable to the Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Association and
mail it to; Tom BURKETT, 77 Foxboro Link, Sherwood Park, Alberta, T8A 6N9 or
2. Internet banking via email address to dues@edmrcmpvets.ca The security question is as follows:
Where is K Division? The appropriate answer is; Alberta.
If you are a new member and you use E transfer, please email your application to Tom BURKETT
viflyguy@shaw.ca If you have questions about dues, call Tom at (587) 269-4550.
It is your responsibility is to pay your membership dues before the end of January. If your regimental/employee
number appears below, your annual membership dues have not been received. Please review the list below to
ensure you are NOT on the list of defaulters.

Unpaid Dues
17238

34926

24428

40366

28223

44680

31485

58800

(Correct to 2020-05-29)

Remember!
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When Change Happens
We all go through changes from time to time.
If any of your contact details change, please notify Tom Burkett ASAP.
Tom’s contact details are viflyguy@shaw.ca or (587) 269-4550

Contact
If you wish to contact a member of the Edmonton Veterans’ Association, you can
do so by sending an email to: President@edmrcmpvets.ca

If you wish to contact the editor of the newsletter, to pass on information of any kind for
inclusion in the newsletter, you can email the editor at: VetsNews@shaw.ca.
Editor: Rob Stewart

“Meet the Dyck Insurance team, offering discounted Insurance rates for RCMP Vets. Call them at 1.800.665.6152
(www.dyckinsurance.ca) to answer your insurance needs”.
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Clever Police Work
Despite the utmost vigilance on the part of the officers and men, whiskey smuggling from south of the
boundary persisted. The smugglers seemed unable to resist the adventurous hazards of the traffic and
the lure of possible profits. In the MacLeod district was one trafficker known as “Red McConnell” who
had long been sought for his offences.
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On a day late in July 1889, a party of police from Lethbridge were bridging a mud hole in the trail to
Milk River Ridge. Their temporary camp was nearby. Several miles away Corporal Elliot in charge of
the St. Mary’s Detachment came across a deeply indented wagon track and followed it. The driver of
the wagon, apparently suspecting he was being followed, had, before Elliot caught sight of him,
hurriedly pitched a number of kegs of liquor out of his wagon on the edge of a bank. The kegs rolled
out of sight of the trail. When Elliot reached the spot, his sharp eyes noticed that from there on the
wagon load had grown lighter. He found kegs and continued until he found the working parties camp.
There he found McConnell alone, with an empty wagon and unhitched horses.
After supper that evening McConnell hitched up and drove off. He was soon out of sight beneath a pall
of smoke which hung over the country from prairie fires. Elliot decided to watch the kegs all night.
At dawn McConnel came to pick up his kegs. As he was carrying the second one, the corporal
appeared from hiding, arrested him and proceeded to Lethbridge with the outfit, including five tengallon kegs of whiskey. The liquor was destroyed, and McConnell was fined $100. There was no proof
that the contraband had been carried in the wagon, and he was allowed to retain his horses and
equipment. To all appearances, McConnell had at last learned his lesson; he was not found operating
in those parts again.

The Stetson Hat
Far back in the 1860’s, a young man, John B. Stetson, the son of a Philadelphia hatter, had gone West
seeking a cure for Tuberculosis. While camped on the Colorada Prairies he converted rabbit skins into
a rough felt and made a big broad-brimmed hat that would protect him from the sun and rain. With
his health restored, he returned to Philadelphia and took up his father’s trade. He made a number of
natural coloured felt hats and sent them to dealers in the West under the name of “The Boss of the
Plains”. His hat quickly became a distinguishing feature of the cowboy’s “get-up”. With it a cowhand
could fan the ember of his campfire, use it for drinking purposes, momentarily blinding refractory
horses, slapping steers, fighting grass fires, for a dozen or more useful purposes. Along with high
heeled boots it formed a conspicuous place in stories of the West.
By 1889, when officers and men of the North West Mounted Police were in dilemma regarding stable
headgear, John B. Stetson was making thousands of hats in an attempt to meet the continual demand
for an article that had become a Western institution. It was inevitable that, with an eye to the practicle,
the N.W.M.P. should someday adopt the “Stetson”.

Frank Morin – Troop Reunion
I am requesting a fanout email to all Divisions across Canada.
As follows
There will be a troop 10 - 71/72 fifty-year reunion. To be held at Regina Depot Division
Date: July 25/27 2021. Please submit info via e-mail or phone. To the following address
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Frank Morin. ,e-mail frank68morin@gmail.com
Phone 1-780-235-4811 (text)
Richard Hessler e-mail richard.w.hessler@gmail.com
Phone 1-250-426-9544 (text)
You will be required to write a short biography of your career and retirement since leaving Depot. You
will need to forward a copy to Richard ASAP. He will compile all information to a booklet, to be
distributed to all
As we get more information from everybody, we will update you on all development
Frank Morin

From Jerry Forst
Gentlemen the attached book is for sale thru the Heritage Centre and pre-orders are being taken. All
funds for this book are in support of the Heritage Centre. A number of the vet’s groups are collecting
orders from their members to send to the Heritage Centre and are going to buy books to sell to their
membership to support the Faces of the Force. This book was originally to be released in Regina at the
convention however with Covic, like many things plans changed.
Do you think that the Edmonton store might want to buy books and sell them to support the Heritage
Centre to support the Heritage Centre? The book has been reviewed by several members including
Tom Dunlop, Les Holmes and Bev Busson and their comments are included with the attached release.
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Members from C Troop who served in Alberta include Ernie Otway, Bob Swift, Peter Albertson, Mike
Hample, Jerry Forst (EPS), Doug Farenholtz, Ross Mortlock. In total 32 stories of C-66-67 Troop and
their instructors who served across Canada and internationally are in this book.
I would like to suggest that the Vets get behind this book as a fund raiser for the Heritage Centre and
the Faces of the Force Campaign. Should you want to discuss this matter give me a call Jerry Forst 780416-0996. Once we are able to meet again, I would be glad to speak about the book at any functions or
events that might help to raise awareness of the book to support the Heritage Centre.

PILLARS OF THE FORCE: FACES OF THE FORCE
In conjunction with the pending launch of Pillars of the Force, we are pleased to partner with The RCMP
Heritage Centre to help “The Centre” deliver on its mission “to share the story of the RCMP with the
world.”
Faces of the Force: True Stories of C-1966/67 Troop by Helen Metella and Pamela Cowan is a collection
of thirty-one stories about one troop who together endured the physical and emotional challenges of
training at “Depot,” and developed a sense of camaraderie and determination before graduating and
heading out to their first detachments across Canada. It provides a firsthand look at training in the1960’s
and the members’ individual experiences and careers. They encountered both triumph and tragedy; some
remained, others sought different career paths. And, like so many before and after them, they never forgot
the lessons they learned or what it means “to serve and protect.”

The reviewers, themselves all Veterans, say that Faces of the Force …
“… [is] an excellent, honest, true documentary of the Force between 1966 and 1999. Informative,
factual, gut-wrenching, humorous and sometimes sad, these stories run the gamut — from everyday
mundane duties to the extreme duties and adventures that the general public are not even aware that
members of the Force perform”. Reg. #19344, T.W. Dunlop, S/Sgt. Rtd.
“… has it all—from international intrigue to courageous acts of heroism in rural Canada. It is a
captivating compilation of authentic events.” W. L. (Les) Holmes, A/Commr. Rtd
“… [is an] amazing book, describing their ‘innocence lost,” compiled from the heartfelt and selfsearching memories of the members of C Troop. It offers a seldom seen insight into the real lives and
the real memories of what these young men went through in their efforts to make a difference. Their
gritty stories, told in real life language and with brutal frankness, are sometimes hard to read but
always gripping. It is important to remember that these members of C Troop, to a man, have offered
their stories, not for profit, but instead to donate to the legacy of the next generations.” Bev Busson,
Commissioner, Rtd.
The RCMP Heritage Centre, is now accepting pre-orders for

“FACES OF THE FORCE”
$19.95. taxes and shipping extra.
The first 300 orders will also receive a free copy of, “The Life and Times of Lighthouse McNeil”
Please visit https://rcmphc.com/en/shop today to ensure your place in history.
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Parking Passes
Our Division of the RCMP Veterans’ Association has hospital parking passes available for use at most Edmonton
area hospitals. These passes are free to acquire. There are rules governing the use of the passes which can be
reviewed at any time on our RCMP Gift Shop website. Just follow the menu. The most notable item for the use
of these parking passes; they may only be acquired and used by members who have paid their membership
dues for the year in which they are to be used.
The parking passes are strategically located around the city for ease of acquisition. Again, follow the instruction
on the website and you won’t go wrong. These are there to help our members offset the cost of parking during
stressful times.

H0SPITAL PARKING PERMIT DISTRIBUTION POINTS.
SOUTH EDMONTON
LINDA PLOMP
10426 – 31 A. AVE EDMONTON
lfplomp@hotmail.com
780-435-1320

CELL 780238-7606

WEST EDMONTON
ROGER GOULET
6537 199 ST EDMONTON
rogergoulet@shaw.ca
780-483-0222

EAST EDMONTON/SHERWOOD PARK
TOM DUNLOP
25 CLARKDALE DRIVE, SHERWOOD PARK
twdunlop@shaw.ca
780- 467- 8288

CELL 780-616-6640

NORTH EDMONTON/STALBERT
JERRY PLASTOW
20 APPLE PLACE, ST ALBERT
jplastow@shaw.ca
780-460-8661

CELL 780-499-3235
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